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Abstract 12 

Advanced manufacturing is one of the core national strategies in the US (AMP), 13 

Germany (Industry 4.0) and China (Made-in China 2025). The emergence of the 14 

concept of Cyber Physical System (CPS) and big data imperatively enable 15 

manufacturing to become smarter and more competitive among nations. Many 16 

researchers have proposed new solutions with big data enabling tools for 17 

manufacturing applications in three directions: product, production and business. 18 

Big data has been a fast-changing research area with many new opportunities for 19 

applications in manufacturing. This paper presents a systematic literature review 20 

of the state-of-the-art of big data in manufacturing. Six key drivers of big data 21 

applications in manufacturing have been identified. The key drivers are system 22 

integration, data, prediction, sustainability, resource sharing and hardware. 23 

Based on the requirements of manufacturing, nine essential components of big 24 

data ecosystem are captured. They are data ingestion, storage, computing, 25 

analytics, visualization, management, workflow, infrastructure and security. 26 

Several research domains are identified that are driven by available capabilities 27 

of big data ecosystem. Five future directions of big data applications in 28 

manufacturing are presented from modelling and simulation to realtime big data 29 

analytics and cybersecurity. 30 

31 
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1 Introduction 1 

Smart manufacturing is critical to national economies by providing jobs, improving innovation and 2 

advancing sustainability [1]. Several national strategies were initiated to boost their competitiveness 3 

of manufacturing, such as: ‘Industry 4.0’ in Germany [2], ‘Advanced Manufacturing Partnership 4 

(AMP)’ program in the United States [3], ‘Made in China 2025’ and so on. These initiatives provide 5 

massive potential to envision the future of manufacturing: Smart manufacturing, which is defined by 6 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a completely integrated, collaborative 7 

manufacturing system that respond in real time to meet changing demands and conditions in the 8 

factory, in the supply network and in customer needs[4].  9 

Manufacturing industry uses a wide range of software and automation systems to increase efficiency 10 

and productivity from shop floors to enterprise layers such as CNC machines, Programmable Logic 11 

Controllers (PLC), Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition System (SCADA) [5], Manufacturing 12 

Executive System (MES) [6], product design and development (CAx: CAD, CAPP, CAM, CAE [7]), 13 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) [8], Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP) [9], 14 

Operating and Maintenance (O&M) [10], Energy Management System (EMS) [11], Supply Chain 15 

Management (SCM) [12], Customer Relationship Management (CRM) [13] etc. However, smart 16 

manufacturing cannot be realised with traditional manufacturing software and technologies due to two 17 

main challenges. First, these systems and software cannot be fully integrated and collaborative since 18 

they are developed by multiple vendors using different interfaces or protocols. Second, manufacturers 19 

cannot perceive and respond to the real-time changes on time from the factory, supply chain and 20 

market since the traditional manufacturing software lack sensory data to notice the changes inside and 21 

outside the systems.  22 

Digital thread and digital twin are two recent concepts proposed by integrating disparate systems over 23 

the product lifecycle [14] and building up the real-time relationship between the physical space and 24 

the cyberspace in manufacturing [15] respectively. Cyber-Physical systems (CPS) are physical and 25 

engineered systems, which are monitored, controlled, coordinated and integrated with computing and 26 

communicating core [16]. Internet of Things (IoT) is data-accessing and data-processing technologies 27 

on the cyberspace to perceive the real-time changes of physical space with sensory tools [17][18]. 28 

Digital thread and digital twin can be enabled by using IoT and CPS. With the practices of these new 29 

concepts and technologies, massive data will be generated from the systems, which have to go 30 

through the processes of data collection, storage, aggregation, analysis and exchange to provide 31 

timely information to manufacturers. Being empowered with cloud computing [19], data science [20] 32 

and Artificial Intelligence (AI) [21], big data focuses on addressing the big data issues among the 33 

processes, which traditional manufacturing tools cannot. Big data could be the enabler of the concepts 34 

of digital thread and digital twin.  35 

Smart manufacturing gains actionable knowledge in real-time with the fusion of big data and 36 

manufacturing knowledge. As big data are collected and analysed to extract timely information, 37 

manufacturing industry may still not know which approach to use, and their impacts without the 38 

domain knowledge [22]. The actionable knowledge is created when manufacturers get timely 39 

information from big data and apply manufacturing knowledge in a specific application. Some 40 

examples found in the reviewed literature are: identifying the reasons of faults from the production 41 

process by analysing real-time big processing data and manufacturing knowledge [23], predicting 42 

maintenance intervals by utilising knowledge discovery and hundreds of machine data attributes [24], 43 

making real-time scheduling and cost-effective decisions in MES system with streaming shop floor 44 

data and existing manufacturing systems [25].  45 

Similar to big data, manufacturing industry faces the same challenges associated with 5Vs of big data 46 
(Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity and Value) [26]. IDC reports that manufacturing has the largest 47 
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share of data (3584 Exabyte) in 2018 and will have 30% annual growth rate of data from 2018 to 2025 1 
[27]. Of the reported data types,  structured data, such as tabular data in relational databases or 2 
spreadsheets, accounts for only 5% of all the data generated [23]; while the rest is made up of semi-3 
structured and unstructured data with formats JSON, XML, image, video, and audio, etc. Issues of 4 
velocity, variety and veracity can be explained that the same type of data come from different devices 5 
with various sampling frequencies, formats, precisions, which leads to inconsistent data and makes 6 
challenging to extract the value-added insight to manufacturers. Amir et al. illustrate that the 7 
limitations of the traditional methods (relational database management systems (RDBMS) and on-8 
premise software) could not handle big data [28]. As more manufacturing enterprises generate big 9 
data, the issues of big data will become pressing. 10 

Tapping into the capabilities of big data tools presents enormous opportunities for smart 11 
manufacturing. A large number of big data tools are developed by the big players in the Internet 12 
industry such as Google, Yahoo, Facebook for their own applications in search engines, social media, 13 
and business analytics [29][30][31], such as Apache Hadoop [30], Apache Spark, Apache Flume, 14 
Apache Flink, Apache Storm, NoSQL and NewSQL databases [32], Apache Hive, Apache Pig, 15 
Apache Zookeeper etc. As these tools are enterprise-ready to use in manufacturing, many researchers 16 
reported big data based solutions, which use a set of big data tools to address problems to enable 17 
smart manufacturing. In 2012, a Hadoop-based sensor data management framework was proposed for 18 
cloud manufacturing [33]. In 2014, Tao proposed the architecture of cloud manufacturing system as 19 
well as the investigation of applying cloud computing and IoT technology in manufacturing [34]. In 20 
2015, the Cloud-Based Design Manufacturing paradigm (CBDM) was proposed by comparing other 21 
design methods [35]. In 2017, Nagorny etc. conclude that big manufacturing data and big data 22 
analytics would provide a vast potential in smart manufacturing [26]. In 2017, Wu presented a fog 23 
computing-based framework to monitor machine health in cyber-manufacturing. In 2018, Tao 24 
proposed a data-driven conceptual framework to interoperate with ERP, MES, CRM, PLM systems in 25 
manufacturing [36]. Big data tools complement and provide additional functionalities to address 26 
manufacturing big data issues which could not have been solved by traditional approaches. 27 

Three challenging issues have to be addressed in the research of big data in manufacturing. Firstly, 28 
big data tools from Internet industry do not consider the differences between Internet and 29 
manufacturing. Most manufacturing data is standardized which is supported by various industrial 30 
vendors and associations such as manufacturers of CNC machines, meters and sensors,  controllers 31 
and software companies. The manufacturers use different hardware interfaces, communication 32 
protocols, manufacturing machine readable languages, and semantical definitions. Whereas, most  33 
data in the internet is based on natural languages and easier to be exchanged without the difficulties 34 
associated with multiple interfaces and protocols. The differences between the two industries have not 35 
been taken into account in developing big data tools. Secondly, big data tools are massive, diverse, 36 
with many overlap functions. It is challenging to design big data based solution by selecting suitable 37 
big data tools. However, designing big data solutions not only depends on big data tools but are 38 
closely associated with the specific manufacturing applications and scenarios. This paper categorizes 39 
similar types of big data tools and identifies the differences as the preparation to achieve this purpose. 40 
Thirdly, many manufacturing systems have dedicated aims, complicated and sophisticated functions, 41 
and are closely specialised with application scenarios. Social media uses big data tools to collect and 42 
store time series data from billions of customers who follow each other online; and to report trending 43 
events. For manufacturing, time series data from multiple data sources can be collected, integrated, 44 
and analysed to explain the states of manufacturing entities. For example, the sensor data collected 45 
from a CNC machine reflects the state of the machine and can be used to develop simulation models 46 
or prediction models for preventive maintenance. As many solutions are proposed, a systematic 47 
literature review is required to identify the data issues in manufacturing, capabilities of big data tools, 48 
essential components to design big data based solutions in manufacturing and the potential research 49 
directions of big data in manufacturing. 50 

The rest of this paper is presented as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology to systematically 51 
review the state of the art of big data research in manufacturing; Section 3 presents the outcomes of 52 
the systematic review; Section 4 discusses several critical issues of big data ecosystem in 53 
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manufacturing including critical drivers, system requirements, essential components, research 1 
innovation and future directions; and finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion of this systematic 2 
review. 3 

 4 

Nomenclature   

BDA Big Data Analytic NoSQL Not Only Structured Query Language 

BI Business Intelligence NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA 

CAD Computer-Aided Design OLAP On-Line Analytic Processing 

CAPP Computer-Aided Process Planning OLTP On-Line Transaction Processing 

CAM Computer-Aided Manufacturing O & M Operation and Maintenance 

CAE Computer-Aided Engineering OPC-UA OPC Unified Architecture 

CNC Computer Numerical Control OWL Web Ontology Language 

CRM Customer Relationship Management PDM Product Data Management 

DSS Decision Support System PLM Product Lifecycle Management 

EOL End-Of-Life QMS Quality Management System 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning RDF Resource Description Framework 

HTML Hypertext Markup Language RDBMS Relational Database Management System 

IIoT Industry Internet Of Things SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation SCM Supply Chain Management 

KM Knowledge Management STEP Standard for Exchange of Product data 

MES Manufacturing Execution System STEP-NC STEP for Numerical Control 

MOM Manufacturing Operations Management XML Extensible Markup Language 

MES Manufacturing Executions System   

5 
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 1 

2 Methodology 2 

This paper presents a systematic literature review (SLR) on the current state of research associated 3 
with big data technologies in manufacturing [37]. To apply big data technologies in manufacturing 4 
successfully, it is essential to systematically review the literature of big data technologies in 5 
manufacturing from the following three perspectives: manufacturing data, big data technologies and 6 
data applications in manufacturing. 7 

Firstly, manufacturing data is the foundation to conduct data-driven manufacturing. It is impossible to 8 
propose one big data based solution to fit all manufacturing circumstances since different applications 9 
have different data issues (data types, data formats and data sources) and require specific tools to 10 
address. Therefore, systematically analysing manufacturing data could provide a useful guideline to 11 
select appropriate big data enabling technologies. 12 

Secondly, the big data tools in the big data ecosystem have to be identified the similarities and 13 
differences. The 5Vs characters of big data are widely recognised as challenges, such as volume 14 
(TB/PB level of data size), velocity (ingesting or processing big data in streams or batches, in real 15 
time or non-real time), variety (dealing with complex big data formats, schemas, semantic models and 16 
information), value (analysing data to deliver added-value to some events), and veracity (validate data 17 
consistency and trustworthy) [38]. In general, these big data technologies are intended to address 18 
some Vs of big data. Hence, their capabilities need to be effectively classified and analysed to know 19 
which Vs are addressed.  20 

Thirdly, gaps of data applications in manufacturing could be identified by systematically reviewing 21 
the capabilities of the traditional manufacturing systems and big data analysis. Since much traditional 22 
manufacturing software has been widely used in enterprises, big data could integrate and collaborate 23 
the software and systems as well as providing timely information. The massive amount of data 24 
generated by these applications can be fed back to the big data ecosystems for analytics and 25 
innovative applications such as prediction, optimization, monitoring, simulation and visualisation, etc. 26 
Therefore, these application gaps would be the future research directions in academia and the 27 
demands in the industry.  28 

In summary, knowing the data requirements of manufacturing applications, understanding the 29 
capabilities of big data tools, and identifying the gaps will help define future research directions and 30 
generate new ideas for innovative applications. This systematic literature review presents a holistic 31 
overview of big data in manufacturing to study the possible use cases for manufacturing. As shown in 32 
Figure 1, the conceptual framework of this systematic literature review includes three layers: data 33 
source, big data ecosystem, and data consumers. 34 

The first layer, at the bottom of Figure 1, is the data source, which consists of five aspects:  35 

1. Data types refer to the meaning of data such as temperature, humidity from the physical space, 36 
and log, email, operational data from cyberspace;  37 

2. Source devices to collect data sources, which include sensors, controllers, actuators, software 38 
systems. The data type and source devices have a close relationship with the first four 39 
characteristics of big data (Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity) [39]. For example, in order 40 
to know the temperature of a production line, a temperature sensor is selected with the 41 
determined sampling rate (speeds of data generation), the sizes of data accumulating by time, 42 
formats and quality of data from the sensor.  43 

3. Data dynamics describe the states of data. Data-at-rest refers to the inactive data stored in 44 
spreadsheets, databases and data warehouses; while data-in-motion refers to the active data 45 
generated by sensors, equipment or machines, and fed into the big data ecosystem in real-time.  46 

4. Data formats are structures of the data. Data is exchangeable among various systems with 47 
consistent data formats and languages.  48 

The system aspect of data source refers to the system where data is originated. There is a diverse 49 
range of manufacturing systems used in different applications such as product design, manufacturing 50 
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pyramid, product lifecycle management, supply chain management, logistics. The second layer, the 1 
middle layer shown in Figure 1, is the big data ecosystem comprising all the big data software. This 2 
layer plays the role of connecting the data sources from the layer below and the big data analytics 3 
applications at the layer above.  4 

 5 

 6 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of systematic literature review 7 

The big data ecosystem is a set of complex and interrelated components to process and analyse big 8 
data [40]. Also, the ecosystem needs to store data from various data sources for data integration and 9 
analytics as well as other applications. Therefore, data storage layer in the ecosystem includes 10 
database and file system technologies to store big data. The ecosystem consists of the following 11 
components and tools: 12 

 Data collection and ingestion: log data collection (Flume), bulk data collection from a 13 
relational database (Sqoop), distributed messaging system (Kafka), dataflow (NiFi);  14 

 Computing engines: batch processing (MapReduce), iterative/near real-time processing 15 
(Spark, Flink), real-time processing/streaming (Storm, Flink) [41];  16 

 Database: Relational database (RDBMS) has a standard schema but without scalable 17 
capabilities (MySQL, Oracle DB, SQL server, ProgresSQL); NoSQL database does not have 18 
a standard schema and has scalable capability (four types NoSQL: Column-based: HBase; 19 
Document-based: MongoDB; Key-value-based: Redis; Graph-based: Neo4j); NewSQL 20 
database is scalable relational database (VoltDB) [42][43]), search engine (Solr, 21 
Elasticsearch) ; 22 

 Data analysis (BDA): Machine Learning (MLlib, Caffe, Tensorflow, Python), statistic 23 
(SparkR, R), OLAP,  24 

 Data visualization (Zeppelin, Matplotlib, Tableau, D3 [44], GraphX; 25 

 Workflow which is a scheduler of the jobs of various big data tools and dataflow which 26 
manages data transfer and data transformation among different big data tools: Oozie, Kepler, 27 
Apache NiFi; 28 

 Data management and KM: Apache Falcon, Apache Atlas, Apache Sentry, Apache Hive, 29 
Operation (Zookeeper, Ambari), Apache Griffin, Apache Ranger, Apache Jena; 30 
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 Big data infrastructure (BDI): computing resources (general purpose computing and HPC), 1 
cluster management (YARN, Mesos) [37], network communication (Software-Defined 2 
Networks (SDN) [45], InfiniBand [46], 5G [47]) etc.;  3 

 Big data security: Apache Metron [44], Apache Knox; 4 

Although Hadoop is a big part of the big data ecosystem with many big data tools [48], it lacks 5 
functions such as data flow, data management and security [41].  6 

Finally, the top layer represents the way data is used and data users. It includes the applications of big 7 
data analytics [26] and manufacturing applications [36]. The databases of traditional manufacturing 8 
software maybe the data sources of the ecosystem as well, such as SCADA or EPR.   9 

2.1 Literature identification 10 

Pertinent articles are identified within the scope of manufacturing data, big data technologies and big 11 
data based solution in manufacturing. Figure 2 illustrates the research method in this literature review. 12 
First, four citation databases are chosen due to their comprehensive coverage and high relevance to 13 
the scope: Scopus, IEEE Xplore, ASME Digital Collection, and ACM Digital Library. Second, 14 
several big data technologies and popular manufacturing data collection tools are selected as 15 
keywords. Hadoop is chosen since it is the earliest big data technology which is well studied and used. 16 
The underlying technologies of big data are computing and storage. There are a few big data 17 
computing engines. Three common ones are selected: Spark, Storm and Flink. For storage, because 18 
there are hundreds of available databases, it is not appropriate to limit to specific databases. All the 19 
databases could be categorized into three types: SQL, NoSQL and NewSQL. We select SQL and 20 
NoSQL because NewSQL could be recognized as SQL database with better features than traditional 21 
SQL. The features of NewSQL will be discussed in the following Sections. Time series data widely 22 
exist in manufacturing such as machines, sensors, controllers. Time-Series database (OpenTSDB) is 23 
selected since it seems more suitable for manufacturing data. Two widely adopted manufacturing data 24 
collection tools are selected: OPC-UA [49] and MTConnect[14].  25 

Third, to further focus on the nature of this research paper, the papers were filtered by using the 26 
abstract “Manufacturing”, “Industry 4.0”, “Industrial automation”, “Smart manufacturing”, “Digital 27 
twin” and “Digital thread”. Four, manual review is implemented to select the papers about 28 
manufacturing data issues, or big data based solutions and applications in manufacturing. For example:  29 
some papers of other industrial sectors are found since they merely mentioned manufacturing in the 30 
abstract, such as Oil and Gas, Healthcare, Energy and Agriculture. Hence, the 339 articles are 31 
reviewed and 128 relevant articles are selected. The search strings of four databases are listed in Table 32 
1 in Appendices.  33 

 34 

Figure 2. Process of Literature review methodology 35 
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3 Results  1 

 2 

3.1 Manufacturing systems 3 

In 2016, NIST reported three dimensions of concerns in smart manufacturing systems (SMS): product, 4 
production and business. Many traditional manufacturing systems and software can be categorized 5 
into one of the dimensions [49] (Figure 3). Business dimension is presented in the upper rectangle 6 
block with dash lines, which includes suppliers, customers and manufacturing enterprises (SCM, 7 
CRM, BI, asset management). Product dimension is located at the bottom rectangle block with solid 8 
lines. It includes objects and activities from product design to end-of-life of the product (CAx: CAD, 9 
CAM, CAPP and CAE, PLM). Production dimension is the triangle block, which includes an entire 10 
production system (ERP, MOM/MES, SCADA/DCS/HMI, O&M, Safety, quality management). 11 
Industry Internet of Things (IIoT) and RFID technology (grey blue) are widely used in manufacturing, 12 
logistics [50], in-use and product End-of-Life (EOL) [51]. 13 

Afterwards, all the reviewed articles are classified into four categories: Product, Production, Business 14 
and ICT (Information Communication Technology). The first three categories focus on engineering 15 
functions and business, ICT architecture underpins all three dimensions to provide the ICT 16 
infrastructure and digitalization to manufacturing, which includes several topics: CPS, Cloud 17 
manufacturing (CM), ICT, Data analytics/Data management(DM), KM. Table 2 in Appendices 18 
illustrates the distribution of reviewed articles by these four categories. 19 

 20 

Figure 3. Smart Manufacturing Systems and various data formats 21 

3.2 Data source 22 

3.2.1 Data format 23 

Based on the three dimensions of SMS in NIST report, the standards of data formats, computer 24 
languages are listed with the italic style in every manufacturing system in Figure 3. The bold black 25 
text represents some of the data formats found in the reviewed articles, whereas the black text is not 26 
found in the review but mentioned in the NIST report [49].  27 

Table 1 demonstrates the complete data formats found from the reviewed articles and NIST report. To 28 
discuss the formats conveniently in the following chapter, all the data formats are categorized into 29 
three groups:   30 

 Structured data: data that is presented in tables and can be stored in a relational database;   31 
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 Semi-structured data: data that has a self-described structure and is not presented in tables, 1 
such as XML, JSON, HTML [52];  2 

 Unstructured data: data that does not have a self-described structure, such as document, image, 3 
audio, video, text and e-mail.  4 

Figure 3 and Table 1show that one challenging issue to realize that smart manufacturing requires 5 
different data formats from various manufacturing systems. In order to make these systems 6 
collaborative and integrated, the transformation of these data formats is an essential function to the 7 
manufacturing big data solutions. It also illustrates that some data formats in the specific 8 
manufacturing systems are missing in the proposed bid data solutions. It requires solutions to fill the 9 
gap to realize data exchange among the systems. Big data tools can address the variety issue of 10 
manufacturing data such as NiFi.  11 

Categories Systems Structured Semi-structured Unstructured 

Product CAD/CAE/CAPP/CAM [53] XML [54], G-code [55], STL [56], 
(aml, obj, UML, AutomationML) [57], 
IGES, DXF, AMF, RDL 

○ 

PLM [58] (XML, B2MML) [59], PMML[60], 
(RDF, SPARQL, STEP, QIF, STL) 
[61], PLMXML [60] 

pdf [61] 

Production ERP [62] (XML, HTML, SCUFL) [63], PMML e-mail [64] 

MOM/MES [65][66] JSON [67], RDF [68], AutomationML 
[69], BatchML 

○ 

SCADA/DCS/HMI [70] (RDF, OWL, XML) [71], SPDML [72] Image [73] 

IIoT/CNC/Robot ○ (XML, UML, AutomationML) [69], 
OPC-UA, PLC Open, COLLADA) 
[74], BSON [75], JSON [76] 

image [77][78], 

O&M [79][80] 
cad [80], RDF [81], XML [82] 

Image [83], video 
[82] 

QMS [84] 
BSON [85], (XML, QIF) [86] 

image [87], (audio, 
document) [88] 

Safety [89] ○ ○ 

Business SCM//BI/AM  [90] (XML, JSON, RDF) [91], (WSDL, 
EPL) [92], XPDL, ebXML, BPEL, 

UBL, WS-CDL, OAGIS, 

document [93] 

ICT  CPS/CM/ICT [94][95] (JSON, STEP, JT Open) [96], HTML 
[97], (AutomationML, PLCopen) [98], 
(XML, XSD, RDF) [99], (UML, 
SysML, STEP, B2MML) [5], EDDL 
[100], [101] 

e-mail [64] 

Data analytics/DM [102] BSON [102], JSON [103], Parquet 
[104] 

(image, video, 
document) [105] 

KM ○ (OWL, UML, RDF, SWRL) [23], 
(JSON, PMML, AMPL) [106],  
(STEP-NC, G-code, XML, DMIS, QIF) 
[107] 

○ 

○: Not found 12 

Text: Not found in reviewed articles (mentioned in the NIST report) 13 

Table 1. Data formats in reviewed articles and NIST report 14 

3.2.2 Data issues 15 

Data issues are fundamental challenges to smart manufacturing, which extract actionable information 16 
from good quality of data. In order to prepare the suitable data for smart applications, amount of cost 17 
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and time is consumed to address the data issues. For example, data scientists spend over 90% of their 1 
time on data preparation before analysing data for innovative tasks such as machine learning, AI [108]. 2 
Enterprises spend billions of dollars on their data warehousing systems, which can only use well and 3 
pre-defined methods (ETL) to process product structure data and produce business reports in non-real 4 
time. Therefore, understanding and addressing data issues is critical to design big data-based solutions. 5 
From Table 2, we have identified 11 common issues of manufacturing data. Data issues are generally 6 
related  to the Big data 5Vs features[38]: volumes and variety (large scale); velocity (inconsistent 7 
sampling frequencies or timestamp, batching and streaming data); veracity ( missing value, imbalance, 8 
data outlier, noisy, drifting, asynchronization, data correlation); variety, veracity and value (data 9 
model, data format exchange and data integration). The researchers of these kind of literature address 10 
these issues without using big data tools. Traditional software cannot address these data issues if the 11 
data is generated in large scale systems with large number of devices. Some big data tools are 12 
discussed to provide potential solutions in Sections 4.2.7 and 4.4.2.  13 

Issues 5Vs Description References 

Large scale Volume, 
Variety 

Large volume dataset with massive features.  [109] 

Inconsistent 
sampling 
frequencies or 
timestamp  

Velocity Sensors use various sampling frequency and timestamps; 

Unnecessary high sampling frequency affect the real time performance, it 
is related with “Smart data” topic. 

[110][111][11
2] 

[113] 

Batching data and 
streaming data 

Velocity Data modification is sensitive to time or not, some literature also uses the 
terms: data-at-rest and data-in-motion [13];  

[114] 

Missing value Veracity Record is empty when equipment is an anomaly; 

Product passes some portion of machines;  

Sensor is an anomaly or losing communication with sensor; 

Too costly to capture data by installing sensor or building models. 

[115] 

[109] 

[110] 

[113] 

Imbalance Veracity Small probability data in a very large dataset with most of normal data. [109] 

Data outlier  Veracity Data is out of range of measurement device. [110][84] 

Noise or an 
anomaly data 

Veracity Data is out of the similar clustering dataset; 

Noise data is possibly generated by replacing the missing data. 

[115] 

[109] 

Drifting data Veracity Process drift caused by vulnerability to external environment; Sensor drift 
caused by modification in measuring device or calibration. 

[110] 

[113] 

Asynchronization Veracity Several data producers (sensor and machine) use non-central time server in 
manufacturing enterprise.   

[113] 

Data correlation Veracity Nature and structure of data caused by redundant sensor arrangement; 

Data correlation is to improve data quality with process variables.     

Inconsistent simulation and collection of data from CNC machine. 

[110] 

[116] 

[107] 

Data model, data 
format exchange 
and data 
integration  

Variety, 
Veracity
, Value  

Merge data from multiple data sources into a single view; 

Exchange different data formats from various systems: OPC-UA and IoT, 
OPC-UA and AutomationML, MTConnect with QIF, MTConnect and 
IEEE 1451 wired smart transducer 

Integrate data models to explain the relationships of data; 

Data information must be available for information sharing. OWL is the 
enabling technology on resource description.   

[115] 

[117],[98] 
[86], [118], 

 

[113] 

[99][118] 

Table 2. Data issues in manufacturing 14 

 15 
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3.3 Big data ecosystem 1 

Through this SLR, new big-data based research innovation could be identified by closely tracking the 2 
attention of various big data tools in manufacturing and other research domains. Figure 4 shows the 3 
distributions of big data tools over the years from the literature, including manufacturing engineering 4 
and others. Fig 4(a) shows the numbers of the term Hadoop occurred in all literature increased from 5 
2008, reached its peak in 2016 and slightly decreased in 2017. The number of Spark articles had been 6 
higher than Hadoop since 2016. There are four factors to compare Spark and Hadoop: volume, 7 
velocity, fault-tolerant and data analysis. MapReduce and Spark Streaming are the computation 8 
engines of Hadoop and Spark, respectively. MapReduce executes batch processing by reading and 9 
writing data on disk multiple times. Spark Streaming executes micro-batch processing in memory. It 10 
results in the differences between Hadoop and Spark because disk can persistently store a larger 11 
volume of data with slower velocity than memory, which temporarily stores limited volume of data. 12 
By comparing data analysis, Spark has built-in tools (MLlib) and support third-party tools (Mahout, 13 
H2O), whereas Hadoop is only supported by the third-party tool: Mahout [41]. Spark supports 14 
iterative computation with GraphX, which is the graph processing engine. Therefore, Hadoop is 15 
suitable for the applications which need planned extraction of non-real time and critical information 16 
from a larger volume of data and guarantee without loss of data, such as ERP, Production planning. 17 
Spark can be used to provide near real-time monitoring and analytics by processing streaming data 18 
such as monitoring process and product quality, MES, SCADA, predictive maintenance. The number 19 
of Storm articles has kept increasing since 2012; however, its total number is smaller than Hadoop 20 
and Spark since it only executes streaming with limited data analysis supported by SAMOA, which is 21 
a version of Mahout [119]. Fig 4(b) presents the growing number of literatures about these three tools 22 
in the manufacturing research literature since their first inception.  23 

From Fig 4(c) and Fig 4(d), NoSQL database, as the highest frequently mentioned database, is 24 
compared with NewSQL and time series databases (OpenTSDB) over the last eight years. Fig 4(e) 25 
also demonstrates that Kafka and OPC-UA are closely related to manufacturing as seen by their 26 
increasing patterns. Because OPC-UA protocol provides open connection to monitoring and 27 
automation systems as well as communications between MES and SCADA systems, these systems are 28 
prevalent in manufacturing [120]. Kafka is also used widely in applications at the shop floor level of 29 
manufacturing such as processing, machine and sensor data, due to it is message streaming capability 30 
[121]. Apache NiFi is entirely new to manufacturing. Only four articles were found in the industry in 31 
general and no article in manufacturing industry [122][123][124].  32 
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 1 

Figure 4. Chronological distribution of big data tools 2 

3.4 Applications of big data in manufacturing 3 

Data applications are essential to realize Smart manufacturing. Identified scopes of data applications 4 
could provide a clear guideline to design manufacturing big data platforms. Among the reviewed 128 5 
articles, 78 articles are big-data based applications, which are categorized into17 applications. The 6 
percentages of the applications are presented in Figure 5. Monitoring (25%), prediction (23.8%), ICT 7 
framework (11.9%) and data analytics (9.5%) are the four most frequently used big-data applications 8 
in manufacturing. Through this statistic, it can be shown that the researches of big-data based 9 
solutions focus on monitoring, prediction, data analytics and propose ICT solutions in manufacturing 10 
in Table 3.   11 

 12 

Figure 5. Percentage allocation of Big data applications (Based on our literature investigation) 13 
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Field Systems Big data 

framework 

Big data computing and 

storage 

Big data analytics 

Product 

  

CAD/CAE/CA

PP/CAM 

  [57], [56], [125], Regressions [53], ANN [53],  

PLM [58],     

Production 

  

  

  

  

  

ERP     MP [63], regression [62], K-means [126] 

MOM/MES [69],[116], [66], regression [127], Distance, Regression, Self-
organizing map, principal component analysis 
[128], 

SCADA/DCS/

HMI 

[129], [71], [104],[130],[131],[104],[132]
,[112] 

Classification [133], OPL [106], KM [134], 
GA [73], 

O&M [39],[135] [136],[81],[82],[80] logistic regression, naïve Bayes, and a 
decision tree [109], regression [137], LSM 
[138], SVM [83], Anomaly detection [139], 
DTW [140], RF [141], K-means, Markov 
[142], KD [24], 

QMS     SPC [87], ANN, decision tree, random forest, 
SVM [143],[84] 

Safety   [144], graph analytics [89], 

Business SCM/CRM/BI/

AM 

[93], [90],  [145]   

ICT 

architecture 

IIoT/CPS/C

M/ICT 

[64],[146],[76],[1
47] 

[68],[148],[95],[149],[150],   

Data 

analytics/DM 

[151],[33] [152],[94], Stream data analytics [103], 

KM     KM [106], Semantic data integration 
[23],[153], 

Table 3. Allocations of proposed solutions of reviewed literatures (Based on our literature 1 
investigation)  2 

4 Discussion 3 

Four fundamental questions about the relationship between big data ecosystem and smart 4 
manufacturing are six drivers and requirements for big data application in manufacturing, seven 5 
essential components of the big data ecosystem, harnessing big data capabilities for research 6 
innovation in manufacturing, and future directions of big data application in manufacturing. They 7 
illustrate the driving factors of big data applications in manufacturing. These are summarized in Table 8 
3 and Table 4 for ease of reading to interested readers.     9 

Topics Sub-topics Application systems Enabling tools References 

6 drivers for big 
data in smart 

manufacturing 

 

System integration Product design, AM, ERP, MES, 
BI, SCM, PLM,  

Kepler, Hadoop, OPC-UA, 
RESTful API 

[49][57][56][125][63][6
2][90][153][97][55][12
8][154][155]  

Data Predictive maintenance, KM, 
Production planning, Safety, 
Anomaly detection, industrial 
process control, model prediction, 
QC, shop floor scheduling,  

Cassandra, MongoDB, 
Blueflood, OpenTSDB, 
DalmatinerDB and InfluxDB, 
Storm, Spark, Flink, Apache 
Hive,  

[121][62][73][156][157
][82][138][158][24][89]
[94][153][159][75][160
][88]  

Prediction 3D printing, product 
performance, production 
planning, energy consumption, 
MES, QC, SCM 

Random Forest, Bayesian 
Network, statistic  

[39][109][63][62][93][1
36][137][138][141][24]
[87][143][90][55][161][
85][88][25][162][79] 

Sustainability PLM, Maintenance  [163][59] 
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Resource sharing 
and networking 

SCM, ERP, Data integration Public cloud, Private cloud, 
Hybrid cloud, hypervisor, 
container,  

[19][63][62][144][95][1
52][97][101][164]  

Low cost hardware SCM, Industrial automation RFID, IoT, Robotic [65][165][166][167] 

9 essential 
components of 

big data 
ecosystem 

Data ingestion ERP, MES, SCADA, O&M, QC, 
PLM, Data management 

Sqoop, Flume, Kafka,  [39][116][58][71][138][
139][140][151][85][79]
[65] 

Storage ERP, SCM, SCADA, OLAP, 
OLTP 

Redis, HBase, Cassandra, 
MongoDB, Neo4j, HDFS, 
VoltDB, Clustrix, NuoDB  

[30][32][43][168][169] 

 

Computation ERP, SCM, PLM, MES, SCADA, 
O&M, QC, IoT 

MapReduce, Spark, Flink, 
Storm,  

[170][171] 

Analytics DSS, CRM, machine vision, QC, 
O&M 

MLlib, Scikit-Learn, CNTK, 
Caffe, Kylin, CaffeOnSpark, 
Hive, CaffeOnSpark 

[109][73][82][87][25][1
05][172][173] 

Visualization MES, SCADA, O&M, QC, 
Security, 

Zeppelin, Tableau, D3.Js, 
Matplotlib, QlikView 

[126][76] 

Workflow and 
dataflow 

Business Oozie, Kepler, InfoSphere, 
Wings/Pegasus, NiFi 

[116][123][63][172] 

Data management ICT, KM, SCADA, SCM,  Apache Falcon, Apache 
Atlas, Apache Sentry, 
Apache Griffin, Jena 

[121][23][174][175][17
6] [177][178][179] 

Infrastructure and 
deployment model 

ICT HPC(AWS),  [180][181] 

Cybersecurity SCADA, ICT  [182][183] 

5 future 
directions 

Modelling and 
simulation 

VR/AR, PHM, PLM, CAx Cloud computing, Quantum 
computing 

[184][185] 

Connectivity and 
interoperability 

File formats of PLM (PLM XML) 
and 3D printing (AMF, 3MF) 

NiFi,  [186] 

Standardized big 
data platform design 

  [5] 

Real time big data 
analytics 

SCADA, MES, Data warehousing Spark, Storm, Flink, Beam, 
Spark R, MLlib, GraphX, 
SparkSQL 

[26][187] 

Cybersecurity SCM, SCADA, Security, Safety Apache Metron, Apache 
Ranger, Apache Knox 

[49][188] 

Table 4. Summary of Discussion section 1 

4.1 Question 1: What are the drivers and requirements for big data 2 

applications in smart manufacturing? 3 

Identifying drivers for big data applications is essential to implement feasible smart manufacturing 4 
initiatives. Kusiak discusses the future developments in manufacturing and identified six drivers for 5 
smart manufacturing theoretically [4], which are manufacturing technology and processes, material, 6 
data, predictive engineering, sustainability, resource sharing and networking. Through reviewing the 7 
proposed big-data based solutions, six drivers are identified: data, prediction, sustainability, resource 8 
sharing, system integration, and low-cost hardware. Four common drivers from Kusiak’s six drivers 9 
are verified with big-data based solutions.  10 

4.1.1 Driver 1: System integration 11 

System integration with big data technologies is a crucial enabler of smart manufacturing to integrate 12 
and cooperate manufacturing systems to timely adapt dynamic demands from production and supply 13 
chain [49]. Integration of production systems demonstrates the significant improvement in production 14 
efficiency and productivity since the 1980s [4]. In the context of smart manufacturing, it needs to 15 
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further expand the scope of system integration from production to product and business domains. 1 
Figure 3 shows that various manufacturing systems use different networks and protocols, which are 2 
challenging due to the necessity of implementing data and information exchange among these systems. 3 
Big data technologies can integrate these independent systems by using “cloud” as a common place to 4 
collect data, extract and exchange the required information on the cloud. With the fusion of IoT, BDA 5 
not only can integrate manufacturing systems but integrating physical and cyber worlds closer [36]. 6 
From the system integration in Table 4, many benefits of system integration are demonstrated with the 7 
proposed big-data based solutions. 8 

Integrating product design and additive manufacturing with big data provides many benefits. With the 9 
integration of product design and additive manufacturing, product costs can be estimated by analysing 10 
more features of product model with DBA than the traditional approach [55]; using Hadoop clusters 11 
demonstrates faster velocity of converting a huge 3D model to G-code for 3D printer than traditional 12 
methods [56]. Spark and Cassandra demonstrate capabilities of computing and storing a large volume 13 
of streaming data from the application of real time monitoring 3D printing, which traditional 14 
manufacturing systems cannot offer [125].  15 

As to production, big-data based solutions drive the integration of ERP and MES. The big data 16 
scientific workflow management system (Kepler) demonstrates the efficient scheduling capability for 17 
smart manufacturing [63]. Another paper concludes that the critical cycle time can be predicted with 18 
Hadoop for production planning [62].  19 

In the business domain, several researchers focus on designing big data architecture to integrate BI, 20 
SCM, ERP, MES and PLM systems. Although a business intelligence architecture is proposed to 21 
advance the integration of business information from various existing systems such as ERP, CAx, 22 
SCM, PDM/PLM, the specific technical framework is not provided [90]. It demonstrates that it is 23 
necessary to have a capability to store data and information with various data formats, structures and 24 
models to integrate various systems. Another big-data based solution is proposed to integrate supply 25 
chain and production planning by retrieving and integrating SCM, ERP and MES data [97]. However, 26 
the framework focuses on designing business functionality without providing support to process the 27 
collected big data. A cloud manufacturing collaboration system is proposed to achieve better 28 
performance and functionality on production, resource planning with the Hadoop ecosystem. It is 29 
concluded that information integration from the web and other data sources is a critical issue to 30 
implement system collaboration [153]. Processing and analysing data from MES and SCADA with 31 
MapReduce and BDA can detect anomaly minutes beforehand in a large-scale production [128]. In 32 
the industry, Bosch presented a conceptual, analytic platform with a data integration method to 33 
integrate various data sources [154].     34 

System integration with BDA requires standard data format and standard interfaces. New standards of 35 
file formats need to be developed in order to fill the deficiencies of the existing standards to transfer 36 
consistent content [49]. Additive Manufacturing File (AMF) is a new XML based standard format to 37 
replace STL by providing many new features in addictive manufacturing such as materials, material 38 
properties, colours. [49]. Because RDBMS is not suitable to store data with flexible data models 39 
(unstructured or semi-structured data), big data technologies are thus mainly used to process 40 
unstructured data such as Hadoop, NoSQL databases. The standard interface is of importance to 41 
seamlessly integrate systems in manufacturing. Because OPC-UA technology provides dedicated 42 
interfaces to production equipment such as PLC, it received increasing attention in the industry [128]. 43 
RESTful API demonstrated to be more efficient to connect web data by comparing with the traditional 44 
method SOAP [155]. 45 

4.1.2 Driver 2: Data 46 

Timely comprehensive data with enabling big data tools is the key driver to smart manufacturing. The 47 
data row in Table 4 presents many manufacturing applications could be implemented with more 48 
comprehensive data and big data tools, which were challenging with traditional tools. Firstly, a large 49 
volume of data collecting from various sources provides sufficient data for big data analytics. Data 50 
from various industrial equipment, IoT devices, web and smartphones, is called data-in-motion [159], 51 
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which is continuously generated and ingested into the systems to provide real-time response from the 1 
physical world, such as dynamic shop floor scheduling [75], predictive maintenance [141][136][24], 2 
anomaly detection [81], diagnosis [82], prognosis [161] and systems collaboration [153]. As another 3 
significant data source for big data ecosystem, databases in manufacturing is data-at-rest, which 4 
represents static, historical data [159]. This data is mainly used to predict the long-term performance 5 
in production planning [62], global manufacturing network design [94], critical event detection in 6 
safety [89]. Both historical batching data and real-time streaming data are integrated to train models 7 
and monitor real time condition information such as anomaly detection of machines’ energy 8 
consumption data [139].     9 

Secondly, big data technologies make the management of manufacturing big data feasible. 10 
Traditionally, RDBMS is mainly designed to store structured data with limited scalability. However, 11 
NoSQL databases present better performance for handling semi-structured (JSON, XML) and 12 
unstructured data (audio, video, and email) with unlimited scalability. For example, column NoSQL 13 
database Cassandra was used to store event data of automation controller [131], document NoSQL 14 
database MongoDB was used to store machine data [85]. Time-series databases (TSDB) begin to 15 
receive increasing attention by providing dedicated applications for sensor data. A comprehensive 16 
evaluation was implemented to several TSDBs: Blueflood, OpenTSDB, DalmatinerDB and InfluxDB 17 
[82]. The collected data needs cleaning before usage in order to resolve issues such as noisy and 18 
incorrect format, as shown in Table 2. Streaming (Flink, Storm), micro-batching (Spark) and batching 19 
(MapReduce) data processing technologies provide the capabilities to clean and calculate big volume 20 
of manufacturing data. The following big-data based solutions are proposed and implemented in 21 
various manufacturing applications: complex event processing (CEP) with Storm[138], anomaly 22 
detection with Flink [121], industrial process control with Spark [73], model prediction [137] and 23 
quality control with MapReduce [88]. 24 

Lastly, past and new knowledge can emerge from the generated big data by harvesting big data 25 
technologies. Knowledge of predictive maintenance can be extracted with an Apache Hive-based 26 
platform [24]. Knowledge of intelligent applications of a smart factory is managed with Hadoop and 27 
OWL technologies [134]. 28 

4.1.3 Driver 3: Prediction 29 

Prediction enables manufacturing to change from reaction to prevention. Because of big data and 30 
increasing applications of data analysis in manufacturing, it is feasible to predict the behaviours of 31 
various manufacturing systems accurately.  32 
Prediction attracts many researchers’ attention to manufacturing. From Figure 5, the prediction is the 33 
common BDA application in manufacturing. In the product domain, the costs of 3D printed products 34 
can be predicted with the proposed big-data based solution and three machine learning algorithms 35 
[55]. In the production domain, machine learning is used for the prediction of product performance 36 
degradation [63], cycle times for production planning [62], energy consumption and KPI values on 37 
MES system [25], and production efficiency [162]. A number of papers focus on the prediction of 38 
product quality with different machine learning algorithms such as Bayesian Network [88] and 39 
statistic analytics [87]. ANN is identified as the highest prediction accuracy by comparing with a 40 
decision tree, random forest and support vector machine [143]. Some applications need a trade-off 41 
between acquiring higher accuracy and shorter calculation time since it takes more time to calculate to 42 
get higher accuracy, such as real-time quality control. In terms of the full consideration of shorter 43 
calculation time and higher accuracy, Random forest is outperformed Naive Bayesian, Multi-Layer 44 
Perceptron and Logistic Regression [85] [109]. Many papers publish the solutions of predictive 45 
maintenance on machines by using machine learning algorithms to recommend scheduling of 46 
proactive measures before outages occurred [137][138][24][39][79][161][136][141]. In the business 47 
domain, some potential applications are found such as predicting user behaviour with using principal 48 
component analysis and Hadoop [128], proactive inventories, location and throughput times on 49 
logistics with a big data based platform [90]. 50 
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4.1.4 Driver 4: Sustainability 1 

Sustainability with big data technologies plays a vital role in smart manufacturing. Sustainable 2 
manufacturing considers the four factors: material, manufacturing processes, energy and pollutants. 3 
Big data technologies can provide a data-driven solution to analyse the big volume of data for these 4 
four factors. For example, product design could be guided by analysing the End-of-Life data of 5 
products; strategic decision making by analysing marketing, production and supply network data from 6 
CRM, ERP, MES and SCM systems; energy consumption and pollutant influence would be monitored 7 
through IoT sensors and RFID tags. Although several conceptual big-data based frameworks are 8 
proposed as shown in Table 4 [58][59], the performance of sustainability with big data technologies 9 
has not been evaluated. Further research is required to discuss the effectiveness of big data 10 
technologies on sustainability in manufacturing.   11 

4.1.5 Driver 5: Resource sharing and networking  12 

Manufacturing could benefit by sharing virtual and physical resources with the supply chain network. 13 
The issue of information silo results in losses of productivity and economy in manufacturing. 14 

• Sharing information 15 

Sharing information is beneficial to manufacturing systems of product, production and business. Helu 16 
et al. discuss that digital thread can improve product design and manufacturing processes by sharing 17 
data of product lifecycle systems [14]. For instance, some information on idle equipment among 18 
enterprises can be shared with big data tools in order to reduce holding costs such as machines, 3D 19 
printers, equipment, transport and warehouses [101]. Sharing information about SCM and PLM 20 
systems could meet the new business requirements such as find best supplier of a specific raw 21 
material [164]. Integrated data from various systems could identify potential production problems and 22 
improve work efficiency by selecting suitable maintenance time [152]. Collection and sharing data of 23 
supply chains with big data could be helpful to interactions among customers, manufacturers, and 24 
suppliers [97]. 25 

Addressing information silo is challenging because data cannot be easily shared among traditional 26 
manufacturing systems by different protocols. Some practical solutions are implemented, such as 27 
sharing data in various systems, which leads to the issue of data redundancy. Manufacturers also have 28 
to take massive maintenance effort on synchronizing the shared data of every system. Because the big 29 
data platform could be sat on the cloud, it has to establish only one connection to synchronize data of 30 
the platform and the system. Through big data tools, data is much easier collected from various 31 
systems to the data lake of the big data platform, synchronized, managed and shared[121].  32 

• Sharing BDA Infrastructure and software 33 

Sharing big-data infrastructure and software brings economic benefits to manufacturing. According to 34 
NIST definition, there are four deployment models of cloud computing: private cloud, community 35 
cloud, public cloud and hybrid cloud [19]. From reviewed papers, 18 solutions use private cloud while 36 
only two solutions use public cloud. The main reason for adopting a private cloud is to provide better 37 
privacy and security than public cloud [62][63][144]. However, there is a significant investment on 38 
the hardware of private cloud clusters. Wang et al. demonstrate that manufacturing can gain economic 39 
benefits from the public cloud with three aspects: pay-as-you-go service model, reducing maintenance 40 
fee on data centres and operating cost [189]. No security function was identified in the 18 proposed 41 
solutions, which means the security and privacy of the private cloud solutions do not outperform 42 
public cloud. Therefore, using the public cloud in comparison to private cloud may bring significant 43 
economic benefits to manufacturing. 44 

Virtualization technologies such as hypervisor and container, provide faster deployments, high 45 
efficiency to share software packages in enterprises [95]. Virtualization can be used to quickly test 46 
and validate the proposed big data solutions with minimum influence on the other systems.  47 
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4.1.6 Driver 6: Low cost hardware 1 

Low-cost hardware makes smart manufacturing more accessible. Low-cost actuator and IoT sensor 2 
reduce the wiring cost to collect data and improve automation at the factory floor. Wang et al. present 3 
a collaboration mechanism to deploy large scale robotics with big data technologies at a small factory 4 
[65]. Big-data based solution with smart sensors elevates the constraints of time and geolocation to 5 
monitor manufacturing processes [165]. Low cost RFID tags make traceability of enormous resources 6 
more feasible at the supply chain level. Industrial Internet of Things hub is proposed to realize the 7 
smart connection of various resources in a manufacturing facility with RFID tags and sensors [166]. 8 
Cost competitive NC machines and 3D printers can be flexibly deployed to demand sides such as 9 
design prototype product or serving customers. Big data technologies can secure critical data 10 
transmission between design departments and manufacturing equipment. Furthermore, low-cost data 11 
processing and storage technologies provide a cost-effective approach to manage large volumes of 12 
data from massive data sources in manufacturing [167]. Hence, cheap hardware makes it more 13 
feasible for manufacturers to monitor and respond to timely changes from production, to supply chain 14 
networks.   15 

4.2 Question 2:  What are the essential components of big data ecosystem to 16 

better serve smart manufacturing?   17 

As big data applications enable smart manufacturing, several essential components of the big data 18 
ecosystem should be utilized to build up BDA platform for smart manufacturing, including data 19 
ingestion, storage, computing, analytics, visualization, workflow and dataflow, data management, 20 
infrastructure and security.    21 

4.2.1 Data ingestion 22 

Data ingestion or inception is of necessity to manufacturing in order to bring big volume data into its 23 
BDA platform. There are two types of big data: data at rest and data in motion. Apache Sqoop is used 24 
to transfer bundle of data from a relational database (MySQL, SQL server) to Hadoop in several 25 
applications such as ERP and MES [116] [65], SCADA [71], O&M [39][79] and Data Management 26 
[121][151]. 27 

Streaming data is data continuously generated from manufacturing systems and devices. Apache 28 
Flume is mainly used to collect large amounts of logs from controllers, sensors, equipment and 29 
actuators [65][71] [121][116]. Kafka is a general-purpose messaging system to collect streaming data 30 
and publish it to data consumers who subscribe to the topic of data. Kafka is applied in some cases of 31 
SCADA [140], O&M[139]. Apache Storm is a real-time data processor, which is used to collect and 32 
ingest streaming data to data consumers straightway (O&M [138][139], Quality control [85], 33 
PLM[58]). Although some data collection tools of manufacturing are widely used in production 34 
systems such as MTConnect and OPC-UA, big data ingestion tools can complement their limitations 35 
as discussed in Section 4.4.2. Therefore, data ingestion is an essential component of the big-data 36 
ecosystem to collect batching data and streaming data.  37 

4.2.2 Storage 38 

Data storage is critical to big data applications in smart manufacturing. As the manufacturing industry 39 
increasingly benefits from the use of big data, it is of importance to store more data [4]. Various 40 
applications require different storage technologies to provide different features, which are file system 41 
and databases. Although both technologies can store structured, semi-structured and unstructured data, 42 
they have some differences that file system is suitable to store data-at-rest or unstructured data such as 43 
files, search and compile files manually. Database is suitable to store data-in-motion, semi-structured 44 
or structured data, faster query data automatically. 45 

There are three types of databases: RDBMS, NoSQL and NewSQL databases. RDBMS database has 46 
been used in manufacturing for general purpose applications for decades such as SQL Server, Oracle, 47 
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MySQL. Whereas, RDBMS is unable to address the challenges of big data’s 3Vs (Volume, Velocity 1 
and Variety) for storage and query [32]. NoSQL and NewSQL databases can provide almost 2 
unlimited scalability and faster query capability for industrial big data. Figure 4 illustrates that the 3 
increased use of a NoSQL database is already happening in manufacturing. NoSQL is suitable for one 4 
kind of OLTP application, which does not require consistent data all the time, but simple query and 5 
frequent updates to data  [168]. Hence, manufacturing could use NoSQL databases for real-time big 6 
data analytics such as quality monitoring and prediction. Moreover, manufacturing could benefit from 7 
using the four types of NoSQL data models (Key-value, Wide column, Document, Graph) to easily 8 
manage semi-structured data (XML and JSON) [43]. The widely used NoSQL databases are Redis, 9 
HBase, Cassandra, MongoDB and Neo4j. Since NoSQL databases were not designed to meet data 10 
consistency, they are not suitable for some OLTP applications, where data consistency needs to be 11 
guaranteed anytime [169]. Therefore, NoSQL should not be used in an environment of many 12 
operations and controllers that are present since the control data may be inconsistent. The NewSQL 13 
solution is used to provide relational query (SQL) and data consistency all the time for an OLTP 14 
application. Manufacturing could use NewSQL for the scenarios requiring consistent data all the time 15 
(finance data in ERP, inventory data in SCM, control signal in SCADA systems). Some examples of  16 
NewSQL are VoltDB, Clustrix and NuoDB [43]. However, NewSQL focuses on relational data, 17 
which may not fully support unstructured data for big data analytics.  18 

Unlike database solutions, in which the data is structured as a data model for data consumers’ 19 
demands, file systems do not need a data model to store unstructured data. Hadoop Distributed File 20 
System (HDFS) could store petabytes of data with a redundantly low-cost method [30]. However, 21 
querying data in HDFS is much slower than the speed in databases. HDFS could be utilized as a 22 
central data storage to retain all the data in manufacturing. Therefore, selection of the correct storage 23 
solutions is required for big data applications in manufacturing. 24 

4.2.3 Computation 25 

Computation is the foundation of implementing big data applications. Three types of computation 26 
engines are available to manufacturing: batching, micro-batching and streaming. MapReduce in 27 
Hadoop provides the batching method to process a petabyte level of big data by less memory usage 28 
and cannot provide real-time analytics [170]. Spark is a micro-batching processing engine, which 29 
provides near real-time computation with more memory resources than MapReduce. Flink and Storm 30 
are real-time streaming engines to process small volumes of data [171]. The differences and 31 
application scenarios of these computation engines have been discussed in Section 3.3. Based on the 32 
analysis of these computation engines and outcomes of Figure 4, there would be more Spark-based 33 
big data solutions on the factory floor from device to production planning in the near future. The 34 
proposed solutions could use Spark to replace Hadoop to get faster outcomes. 35 

4.2.4 Analytics 36 

Big data analytics is intended to extract information from collected big data. Big data analytics 37 
includes two types of analysis: 1) data mining and machine learning algorithms (clustering, regression, 38 
Bayesian networks, artificial neural networks (ANN), deep learning. 2) On-Line Analytic Processing 39 
(OLAP). 40 

Big data analytics tools of the first type are identified as MLlib and Scikit-learn for machine learning 41 
[25][109], Spark R for high-level statistical analysis [73], Tensorflow and CNTK for deep learning 42 
[105]. Analytics tools have many potential use cases in manufacturing, such as machine vision for 43 
robotics[105], speech recognition for alarm and security, image processing for quality control [87]and 44 
O&M[82]. Manufacturers can save time to develop algorithms from scratch by using these tools in 45 
their big data platforms, such as image recognition for product quality control[87]. Manufacturers also 46 
benefits from new tools such as CaffeOnSpark [105], which is a deep learning framework widely used 47 
for  autonomous driving in the automotive industry[105]. Because Caffe does not work on Spark 48 
clusters, it is challenging to meet the two strengths of better data analytics algorithm and faster big 49 
data computation at the same time. CaffeOnSpark could address the issue to work on Spark and 50 
Hadoop clusters for Caffe applications.  51 
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OLAP is an approach to analyse large multidimensional datasets for complex business analytics, such 1 
as BI reporting, Decision Support System (DSS), and CRM in manufacturing. Analytics tools of 2 
OLAP are Apache Hive [172] and Apache Kylin [173]. Hive is one utility of Hadoop ecosystem 3 
which is used as a data warehouse. Kylin can query a large volume of data faster than Hive.  4 

By analysing the collected big data, data analytics tools can efficiently extract timely information to 5 
manufacturers to make decisions. It is challenging to the decision makers to apply their experience 6 
and knowledge on the new circumstances. Their experience is acquired under the previous 7 
circumstance, which may be different from the current one and their knowledge may be out of date. 8 
With the given data and big data analytics tools, manufacturers can analyse historic data, discover 9 
new knowledge, build actionable intelligence to make data-driven decisions. It would happen in some 10 
areas of different systems feed with new data such as production planning with streaming real-time 11 
IoT data.     12 

4.2.5 Visualization 13 

Manufacturing systems require various visualization methods to present analytics results, such as 14 
interactive dashboard, reporting, graph, document. Most of the proposed solutions did not provide a 15 
tool to construct visualization. As the Python language is widely used in big data analytics, it should 16 
be convenient to use Python plotting library (Matplotlib) to present big data analytic results by data 17 
scientists in manufacturing. However, Matplotlib works on a command line interface (CLI), which is 18 
not user-friendly to business users with less programming experience. The reviewed solutions could 19 
benefit from visualization tools such as Zeppelin, Tableau, and D3.Js[76]. Zeppelin provides 20 
interpreters with big data tools (HBase, Cassandra, HDFS, Spark, Flink etc.) and supports multi-21 
agents. Manufacturers could use Zeppelin in their existing big data platform with less developing 22 
effort. D3.Js provides more complex visualization templates than Zeppelin. D3.Js is a JavaScript 23 
library for producing dynamic, interactive data visualizations in the web browser. It is suitable for 24 
applications, which require dynamic monitoring and control such as MES, SCADA, O&M, Quality 25 
control, safety and security systems[126]. D3.Js has less support to produce a report, which is not 26 
suitable for business analyses.  Tableau and QlikView are commercial data visualization software 27 
focusing on BI and support many common databases. . Big data and visualisation can help bring data 28 
together and show the value of big data in meaningful ways. AI helps to make automatic decisions, 29 
and visualisation helps to make manual decisions. As a result,  AI and human can collaboratively 30 
make data-driven decisions based on the actionable intelligence generated by big data or mined by 31 
machine learning. 32 

4.2.6 Workflow and dataflow 33 

Workflow and dataflow components provide efficient approaches to manage workflows for business 34 
and processes to data management. Two workflow tools are found in the review papers: Oozie[116] 35 
and Kelper [63]. Oozie is specialized in managing Hadoop jobs, which would be suitable for a 36 
manufacturer with Hadoop ready platform [174] . Kepler provides a convenient method to share 37 
workflows with other business users in cloud manufacturing [63]. However, Kepler does not support 38 
horizontal scalability to store large volume data. Another two workflow tools Wings and IBM 39 
InfoSphere have not been found through this review [175]. Wings/Pegasus provides a more intelligent 40 
method to construct and execute workflow for users by optimising the workflow automatically. For 41 
parallel executing of workflows, Wings has to work with a resource management framework 42 
(Pegasus), which may be a constraint to manufacturers with Hadoop-based platform since Hadoop 43 
uses Yarn as its cluster resource manager. IBM InfoSphere is a commercial enterprise-ready 44 
framework, which is suitable for  inexperienced users. It can work with Hadoop and other IBM 45 
software together. InfoSphere is not open source, which is unable to build add-on functions. For the 46 
dataflow component, researchers had to construct their dataflow component from scratch. Usually, 47 
there is a long learning curve for beginners to go through trial-error processes. Apache NiFi is an 48 
efficient tool to construct dataflow and data integration with an interactive GUI. One paper uses NiFi 49 
to collect streaming data in process industry[123]. NiFi is initially developed and used by the National 50 
Security Agency of the United States (NSA), which has been verified in the real application 51 
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environment. Through this study, there is limited work reported in this area. Smart manufacturing 1 
needs the workflow and dataflow components to get data automatically processed among various 2 
manufacturing systems. If assisted by AI and optimization, they could significantly improve the 3 
efficiency of workflow and dataflow in manufacturing such as production planning and scheduling. 4 

4.2.7 Data management  5 

Data management would make big data platform more feasible for manufacturers. Data management 6 
focuses on data governance, metadata management, data modelling, data quality management, master 7 
data management, data integration and knowledge management. Although data management is highly 8 
related to the traditional IT area, it provides a holistic management method to meet the requirements 9 
of enterprise compliance, data policy, data lifecycle.  10 

Some data management tools are available to the big data ecosystem of manufacturing:  11 

 Data lifecycle management is based on enterprises’ policy to manage data lifecycle from 12 
creation, storage, obsolescence to delete. Apache Falcon includes the functions of data 13 
retention (persistency), data replication for disaster recovery, aggregation and archive on 14 
Hadoop[176]. Falcon is beneficial to manufacturing research. For example, each acoustic 15 
experiment of aerospace engine collects hundreds of gigabytes of audio data through over a 16 
hundred sensors. The traditional method uses a single disk to store them, which is costly to 17 
manage with high risk of disk failure or data loss. Falcon could manage the data lifecycle with 18 
a friendly user interface.   19 

 Data governance provides an enterprise policy approach to manage data availability, usability, 20 
and integrity. Apache Atlas is the Hadoop ecosystem tool for audit, lineage and service level 21 
agreement (SLA), which is used to apply agile enterprise compliance through consistent 22 
metadata management across the big data ecosystem [177].  23 

 Data authorization manages users’ privilege to access sensitive data. Apache Sentry is utilized 24 
to authorize data and metadata on Hadoop clusters based on the roles of people in 25 
manufacturing [121].  26 

 Data quality management is crucial to the outcomes of data analyses. Table 2 presents that 27 
data quality is a challenging data issue to manufacturing. Apache Griffin maintains data 28 
quality by automating data profiling and validation on Hadoop and Spark[177]. Apache 29 
Griffin improves data quality by pre-processing data automatically from various data sources, 30 
which reduces the amount of data analyst’s time to prepare data for analysing.   31 

 Data integration has two approaches to address data silos issue [178]: Data Warehouse (DW) 32 
and Data Lake (DL). DW is the traditional approach that integrates data from various data 33 
sources into a central data store with a predefined extract-transform-load (ETL) 34 
method(schema-on-read) [176]. As data volume increases, distributed DW solution (Hive) 35 
and associated ETL tool (Apache Pig) is available to manufacturing for business applications 36 
such as BI reporting, DSS. However, the predefined ETL method is not flexible and 37 
expensive to build before this finally used by data consumers. Data Lake is a new solution of 38 
data integration, which is defined as central storage to store any data (sizes, types, rates) with 39 
the raw formats in an enterprise [190]. DL is more suitable to data consumers for an ad-hoc 40 
query of the data, which is undefined until issuing the query(schema-on-read)[179]. HDFS is 41 
a popular DL tool to store extensive unstructured data in manufacturing (video, audio, 42 
image)[105]. However, DL probably becomes a “data swamp” without practical data 43 
management tools (Falcon, Sentry, Atlas etc.)[176]. 44 

 Semantic KM includes a series of operations for including, creating, classifying, sharing, 45 
using information and knowledge in manufacturing [180]. Many technologies of the semantic 46 
web are utilized to manage knowledge in manufacturing such as application of ontology web 47 
language (OWL) in SCADA [134], Resource Description Framework (RDF), RDF query 48 
language (SPARQL) in SCM[91], RDF database(Jena) in KM[23].  49 

  Data management tools include broad areas to address the veracity and value of big data issues in 50 
manufacturing. The tools are still developing since most of the tools are Hadoop-based. As 51 
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manufacturing begins to focus on velocity of big data computation, some new data management tools 1 
based on faster computation engines would be developed in the near future such as Spark and Flink. 2 
The big data management tools are still manually operated by data stewards, which would be 3 
challenging to manufacturers when various massive data is ingested into the big data platform, and 4 
different roles of users apply to use them. New methods of big data management could address this 5 
issue by using algorithms such as rule-based, machine learning–based or hybrid of both.         6 

4.2.8 Infrastructure and deployment model 7 

The infrastructure and deployment model are the foundation of big data applications in manufacturing. 8 
There are two types of cloud computing infrastructures:  9 

1. General purpose commodity computer cluster (Hadoop, Spark) to process completely parallel 10 
computing problems such as computing massive sensor data separately or responding millions 11 
of users’ requests (Facebook);  12 

2. High-Performance Computing (HPC) cluster provides faster computing speed with dedicated 13 
hardware.  14 

Hence, HPC outperforms others in processing highly dependent data computing such as complex 15 
modelling and simulation workload in manufacturing. However, the disadvantages of HPC are that its 16 
investment is enormous, and its utilization rate is low. Some solutions address its low utilization by 17 
moving HPC to cloud [182]. Some IAAS providers offer public cloud HPC (AWS) and hybrid cloud 18 
HPC service (Microsoft Azure).  19 

Manufacturing enterprises have different perspectives on economic, security, the privacy of big data 20 
platforms. Four deployment models (Public cloud, Private cloud, Hybrid cloud, Community cloud 21 
[19]) are available to satisfy the requirements [183]. For example: in terms of better privacy and 22 
reducing waste of computing resource, some platforms could adopt a hybrid cloud model, which puts 23 
sensitive data on private cloud and process insensitive data on public cloud. However, Hybrid and 24 
Community cloud are not found by this review. To meet diverse requirements of manufacturing 25 
enterprises, some deployment technologies, including OpenStack and Docker [191], are used to 26 
quickly deploy an agile software environment with different micro-service frameworks and 27 
programming languages. 28 

All deployment models and infrastructure should be taken into consideration in the big data 29 
ecosystem of manufacturing.  30 

4.2.9 Cybersecurity 31 

Cybersecurity is an essential component of big data platform to protect data assets in manufacturing. 32 
As manufacturing becomes data-driven, the standards and tools are required to secure data in the IT 33 
architecture of manufacturers completely. Although some security standards have been provided in 34 
manufacturing systems such as SCADA [192], the standards cannot fully address the challenges of 35 
SCADA on the Internet [193]. Traditional control systems are vulnerable to unauthorized attacks from 36 
the Internet since they are designed as close systems with few capabilities of cybersecurity [194]. 37 
Because big data platform integrates the physical space and the cyber space closely, the risk of 38 
cybersecurity could quickly escalate to the physical system in manufacturing. If unauthorized people 39 
manage the critical equipment or information, it will bring irreversible disaster to manufacturing such 40 
as economic loss, personal safety.  41 

4.3 Question 3: How can we harness the capabilities available in the big data 42 

ecosystem to drive research innovations in manufacturing? 43 

Big data ecosystem is the comprehension of massive functional components with various enabling 44 
tools. Capabilities of the big data ecosystem are not only about computing and storing big data, but 45 
also the advantages of its systematic platform and potentials of big data analytics. Hence, according to 46 
proposed solutions of reviewed literature and big data capabilities, the maturity of big data ecosystem 47 
application is categorized into three stages:  48 
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Stage 1: proposing a big data framework and platform;  1 

Stage 2: harvesting cloud computing capacity for big data computing and storage;  2 

Stage 3: analysing big data with various algorithms for the applications (prediction, fault detection, 3 
optimisation etc.).  4 

Table 3 presents the allocation of proposed solutions by these three stages. MES, SCADA and O&M 5 
have been studied within the three stages. However, big-data based solution is missing in some 6 
manufacturing systems. For example, no general big data framework has been identified in CAx 7 
(Stage 1); no practices of Stage 2 and Stage 3 are found in PLM, SCM, BI and AM. Available 8 
capabilities of big data ecosystems could drive research innovation in various big data applications 9 
(Figure 5) of the immature manufacturing areas.  10 

Manufacturing could benefit from new development and deployment methods of the big data 11 
ecosystem. Because many tools are fast changing with highly frequent updates, it makes the design of 12 
the big data platform dramatically challenging. Most of the proposed solutions in manufacturing 13 
constructed the platform from scratch by installing and testing every tool step by step. Researchers 14 
spent much time preparing the software but not focusing on programming and big data analytics. 15 
Several popular vendors offer their Hadoop distributions to mitigate the issue, such as Cloudera 16 
(CDH), Hortonworks (HDP, HDF), MapR, IBM (Infosphere BigInsights), Microsoft (HD Insight), 17 
Pivotal HD [195]. Because the tools and versions were tested in the distributions, they are ready to be 18 
used by researchers and enterprises in manufacturing. Moreover, the packages could be easily 19 
deployed and shared with virtualization technology (VM and container) [191]. However, developers 20 
need to evaluate several conditions to select the suitable distribution such as open source, pricing, 21 
customer support, sizes of community and so on [195].  22 

4.4 Question 4: What are the future directions of big data applications in 23 

Manufacturing? 24 

Manufacturing could benefit from fast developing big data technology with new and matured tools. 25 
Hence, the full potential of big data has not been discovered in manufacturing. Some potential 26 
directions are proposed for the future work of interested researchers:   27 

4.4.1  Modelling and simulation 28 

Modelling and simulation will naturally play an important role in extracting value from data once the 29 
volume of data is available [4]. Digital twin and digital thread are the two essential methods with two 30 
important tasks: collecting real-time data from manufacturing input and output devices such as CNC 31 
machine and sensors and building up the real-time simulation model with the collected data. These 32 
two tasks require considerable computing resources and data storage to process streaming data from  33 
manufacturing devices. Researchers commonly use Matlab or some scientific software to develop the 34 
selected algorithm to simulate the models [196]. As one simulation model may be implemented on a 35 
single computer, many models are required to design, and manually implemented on computers. It is a 36 
challenging and onerous task to manufacturers to convert the Matlab simulation models to executive 37 
programs on the selected cloud computing engine. However, from the reviewed articles, simulation is 38 
rare in the big data based solutions. The ongoing practice is that of a digital twin, which provide a 39 
real-time, bi-directional management between a physical object and its digital object [36]. It is 40 
essential to simulate the digital twin model with parameters across different domains (e.g. product, 41 
process and logistics) in order to predict its dynamic performance, such as Virtual/Augmented 42 
Reality[4]. For example, simulation of the product model with predefined parameters includes FEA 43 
analysis (ANSYS). However, the parameters from other domains (processes and logistics) are not 44 
accounted for in the FEA simulation. One potential research direction is customized products by 45 
integrating End-Of-Life data from PLM into CAx software. It could improve the product’s impact 46 
during its EOL phase, such as Prognostics and health management (PHM) [184]). Another direction is 47 
that simulation of digital twin models with real-time data could be used for predictive maintenance. 48 
Moreover, simulation can provide integral data to data scientists or business users to design machine 49 
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learning algorithms. Because Matlab simulation manager is available to simulate multiple models on 1 
the public cloud (Azure, AWS), more case studies of methods above could be implemented to verify 2 
the performance of big data tools for digital twin and digital thread. Since Matlab is commercial 3 
software, unlike most of the software in the big data ecosystem that is open source and free to use, 4 
users have to purchase the specific licenses to run the models on the cloud. AnyLogic is also a very 5 
popular simulation software which provides cloud-based simulation recently. Researchers could use 6 
AnyLogic Cloud to deploy and verify their digital twin models.  7 

Simulations with these large volumes of data require enormous computing, storage and 8 
communication resources, and cloud computing is well placed to satiate these. Another disruptive 9 
technology is Quantum computing, which can provide unlimited resources to process and store the 10 
data [197]. However, the technology is still under development and still has limitations, such as fault 11 
tolerance and error correlation[185].  12 

Future research directions could be: 13 

 Develop big data tools to convert simulation models from scientific software to implement on 14 
public cloud or private cloud;  15 

 Using a simulation method to generate testing and training data for machine learning at 16 
planning and decision-making processes;  17 

 Using general-purpose cloud computing cluster to simulate FEA at product design. 18 

4.4.2 Connectivity and interoperability  19 

Big data ecosystem complements of existing manufacturing approaches to have connectivity and 20 
interoperability. With the aim of systems integration and collaboration for smart manufacturing, the 21 
basis is that data and information have to be timely collected, correctly formatted, analysed and 22 
exchanged among the systems. MTConnect and OPC-UA are both data collection approaches in 23 
manufacturing. MTConnect focuses on device level and control level by monitoring CNC machine 24 
tools using a predefined consistent data model, data format and definition, which matches different 25 
vendors' machine tools. OPC-UA focuses on SCADA, MES and ERP by using a generic data model 26 
which can flexibly match more industrial devices with additional configuration effort. There are three 27 
challenging issues of both approaches. One issue is the performance limitation of OPC-UA which the 28 
CPU of OPC-UA server is identified as the main bottleneck in production [198]. Since both 29 
approaches are implemented on edge devices at the factory floor, the capabilities of data processing 30 
cannot be flexibly scaled up. The servers of both approaches have to be replaced with better 31 
performing hardware, while more data sources are connecting to the systems such as IoT devices. 32 
Another issue is interoperability of the systems using both approaches since there is no common 33 
ontology on the top of both information models. The last issue is the capabilities of data analysis and 34 
information exchange between both systems and other systems such as SCM, PLM, and CRM. 35 
Although some solutions are proposed to exchange both data formats and other formats (such as 36 
MTConnect and IEEE 1451 [118], OPC-UA and IoT [117], OPC-UA and AutomationML [98]), more 37 
solutions are required for data exchange of massive data formats between these two systems and 38 
others systems as shown in Table 1.  39 

Four existing big data ingestion tools (Sqoop, Flume, Kafka and Storm) and a new tool (NiFi) could 40 
complement the weaknesses of both approaches. All five big data tools can scale out the capability of 41 
data processing by adding new hardware to the clusters without replacing the old ones. There are 42 
some differences between the five tools. The first difference is that Sqoop and Flume are two tools of 43 
Hadoop ecosystem; while Kafka and Storm are not dedicated to Hadoop. Secondly, data consumers 44 
require to pull data with Kafka, whereas Flume pushes data to consumers. Thirdly, Kafka provides 45 
better fault-tolerance and scalable than others. Kafka provides event duplication, which means other 46 
nodes continuously make data available when one node is failed. Compared with Kafka, Storm, 47 
Flume and NiFi do not provide event duplication, which is theoretically not suitable for application of 48 
critical missions such as safety, security, and finance in manufacturing. Storm, Flume and NiFi 49 
require less developing effort to work with Hadoop.  50 
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Interoperability has two main issues: data format and data quality. With the aim of interoperability 1 
among systems on BDA platform, data needs to be correctly formatted with good quality before 2 
exchange happens. Table 1 demonstrated various data formats in manufacturing systems. In terms of 3 
data formats, there are two types of data: data with schema (XML with given XSD/DTD) and data 4 
without schema such as XML without given XSD/DTD, JSON and unstructured data (document, 5 
report, email).  Since data with schema define the schemas in standard schema files (XSD/DTD: PLM 6 
XML), data is can be exchanged automatically by mapping elements of each other’s schemas. It is 7 
challenging to automatically transform data without schema to an intended schema since there is no 8 
mapping between both sides. One solution may be using natural language processing (NLP) to 9 
process human readable documents. BDA platform also has to support new file formats such as AMF 10 
and 3MF[199].  11 

Issues of data quality in Table 2 includes missing value, noise data or anomaly data, uncertainty, data 12 
outlier, data correlation, timing and synchronization. Data transformation can address these issues to 13 
extract data to correct timely information. No generic transformation tool is identified in the reviewed 14 

papers which can be used as “One size fit all” tool for all the applications in manufacturing. Because 15 

manufacturers use various manufacturing systems with different data characterises, there are many 16 
combinations of data issues which require massive data transformation tools to address. It is 17 
challenging for manufacturers to develop customized big data transformation tool for every specific 18 
scenario. Without addressing these data issues, correct information cannot be extracted and exchanged 19 
among systems. Systems integration and collaboration cannot be achieved for smart manufacturing.     20 

Future research directions in this area could be:  21 

 Review the availability and feasibility of data collection tools in various manufacturing 22 
scenarios; 23 

 Develop a generic data transformation solution with big data technologies to exchange data of 24 
manufacturing systems; 25 

4.4.3 Standardized big data platform design 26 

Standardisation of big data platform design improves the feasibility of enterprise-ready solutions in 27 
manufacturing. Because some essential components are missing in the proposed solutions, it is likely 28 
to increase the difficulty to apply them to manufacturing. Missing components would be insufficient 29 
to apply big data applications to smart manufacturing. However, there is no standard approach to 30 
design big data platform in manufacturing. The reason may be that different profiles of manufacturing 31 
enterprises have varieties of system requirements for big data applications.  32 

A systematic assessment method is required to analyse the limitations and strengths of the proposed 33 
big data solution in the various manufacturing systems. Data issues are not entirely assessed, such as 34 
latency of data transmission among clusters, data quality and data format exchange. Therefore, it is 35 
essential to provide a standard approach to design big data platform with related assessment method to 36 
manufacturing.   37 

4.4.4 Real time big data analytics 38 

Big data analytics go deeper from batch analysing to real-time streaming analysing in manufacturing. 39 
On the one hand, streaming big data analysis is considered as a high research requirement in 40 
manufacturing [187]. One the other hand, enabling technologies are changing from non-real time 41 
analytics to real time. Figure 4 illustrates that the streaming computation engine Spark is becoming a 42 
popular tool than the traditional batching engine (MapReduce of Hadoop). However, it also shows 43 
that Hadoop still receives more focus than Spark in manufacturing from Figure 4. Batch processing is 44 
not able to provide real-time analytics response such as real time monitoring, dynamic scheduling and 45 
planning on systems of workshop floor (SCADA, MES). Micro-batching and streaming engines 46 
(Spark, Storm, Flink) can provide real-time big data analytics of streaming data [26]. Spark could take 47 
advantage of batching and streaming to replace MapReduce engine.   48 
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Moreover, compared to Storm and Flink, Spark has more powerful analytics tools such as SparkSQL, 1 
Spark R, GraphX, and MLlib.  However, Storm and Flink outperform Spark in real-time concerns. 2 
Hence, with the objective of streaming and analytics, it is necessary to use Storm or Flink with Spark 3 
together. The issue is that it requires more development effort to work on several computation engines. 4 
Apache Beam provides a uniform abstraction layer to run these real-time engines at the execution 5 
layer[44]. Although it has not been used in manufacturing, researchers in manufacturing could focus 6 
on analytics logics without spending time on learning various usages of engines. Another fact of big 7 
data analytics forwarding to real-time is that data warehousing tools (Pig, Hive) of BI used 8 
MapReduce to batch processing large datasets, now that their latest versions support Spark engine.   9 

4.4.5 Cybersecurity in manufacturing 10 

Cybersecurity will continuously challenge manufacturing since security standards are still not 11 
available in some system such as SCM [49]. Recently, NIST published a framework to improve 12 
cybersecurity on critical infrastructures [188]. It is envisioned that there would be more developments 13 
in cybersecurity tools based on the new standard. No big data tool of cybersecurity was found in all 14 
reviewed papers, which is likely a promising research direction. Manufacturing could benefit from the 15 
following new security tools. Firstly, Apache Metron is an enterprise-ready real-time big data security 16 
tool, which is used by Telstra Company [200]. Secondly, Apache Ranger provides security 17 
administration management on Hadoop clusters. Thirdly, Apache Knox provides gateway service to 18 
access Hadoop clusters. Future direction in this area is to explore the capability of big data 19 
cybersecurity tools on critical systems in manufacturing such as safety, security and SCADA. 20 
Vulnerability in both the physical and cyberspace of the manufacturing systems must be identified 21 
and protected. The potential risk and damages warrant high priority of future research in this direction. 22 

5 Conclusions and future work 23 

This paper systematically reviews the state of art of big data research in manufacturing to evaluate the 24 
capabilities of big data ecosystem and requirements of smart manufacturing. Six key drivers of big 25 
data ecosystem are identified for smart manufacturing, which are system integration, data, prediction, 26 
sustainability, resource sharing and hardware.  Afterwards, the nine essential components of big data 27 
ecosystem are presented to design a feasible big data solution to manufacturing enterprises. These are 28 
data ingestion, storage, computing, analytics, visualization, management, workflow, infrastructure and 29 
security. The evaluation reveals that there is no enterprise-ready big data solution in the reviewed 30 
literature.   31 

It is important to note that some research areas have received less attention from the manufacturing 32 
community such as PLM, CAx, ERP and SCM. Many big data utilities are applicable to these areas, 33 
which could drive research innovation.  34 

Regarding future work, there are five promising directions: modelling and simulation, connectivity 35 
and interoperability, standardized big data platform design, real-time big data analytics and 36 
cybersecurity.37 
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"Abstract":"industrial automation" OR "Abstract":"smart manufacturing" OR 
"Abstract":"digital twin" OR "Abstract":"digital thread"))  

63 

ASME 

(hadoop, spark, storm, flink, sql, nosql, "time series database", "opc-ua", 
mtconnect) AND (manufacturing, "industry 4.0", "industrial automation", "smart 
manufacturing", "digital twin", "digital thread") 

25 
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ACM 

((keywords.author.keyword:(hadoop, spark, storm, flink) AND 
content.ftsec:(apache)) OR keywords.author.keyword:(sql, nosql, "time series 
database", opc-ua, mtconnect) ) AND recordAbstract:(manufacturing, "industrial 
automation", "smart manufacturing", "digital twin", "digital thread")  22 
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Product CAD/CAE/CAPP/CAM [55][53][56][125] 

PLM [58][59] 

Production ERP [126][62][62][97][94] 

MOM/MES [25][65][127][128][69][66][116][6] 

SCADA/DCS/HMI [137][73][71][39][134][201][133][131][13
0][129] 

IIoT/CNC/Robot [166][202][78][77][140] 

O&M [138][24][83][139][161][156][157][142][8
2] 

QMS [85][88][109][87] 

Safety [89][203] 

Business SCM/CRM/BI/AM  [93][90][181] 

ICT 
architecture 

CPS/CM/ICT [64][146][68][160][153][99][132][101][14
3][75][148][95][149][204][96][76] 

Data analytics/DM [105][121][205][102][152][206][151][207]
[208] 

KM [164][23][106] 
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